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QofI07 - IP - 

mapping the territory

must protect (Helprin)

can't protect (Barlow)
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"No good case 
exists for the 
inequality of 
real and 
intellectual 
property, because 
no good case can 
exist for 
treating with 
special disfavor 
the work of the 
spirit and the 
mind"

Helprin



QofI07 - IP - 

why now? 

"ferment ... made inevitable by the 
rise of the information economy, an 

economy built on intellectual property"

"granting property rights increases the 
incentive to create property"

"the problems are not conceptual ... 
the problems are empirical.  They are 

problems of measurement.  ... the 
empirical problems are acute".

Posner,  "Law & Economics of 
Intellectual Property"
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QofI07 - IP - 

everything you know 

"[The Net]  resembles the 19th-century 
American West ...   Until the West was 
fully settled and "civilized" in this 

century, order was established 
according to an unwritten Code of the 

West, which had the fluidity of common 
law rather than the rigidity of 

statutes. ... In fact, until the late 
18th century this model was applied to 

much of what is now copyrighted."

-- Barlow
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QofI07 - IP - 

not always wrong

In regard to my own soft product, rock 
'n' roll songs, there is no question 
that the band I write them for, the 

Grateful Dead, has increased its 
popularity enormously by giving them 

away. We have been letting people tape 
our concerts since the early 

seventies, but instead of reducing the 
demand for our product, we are now the 

largest concert draw in America, a 
fact that is at least in part 

attributable to the popularity 
generated by those tapes.
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QofI07 - IP - 

band & brand
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QofI07 - IP - 

questions of ownership?
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QofI07 - IP - 

what is ip?

intellectual property

industrial property

intangible property

"three complex strands of 

jurisprudence --copyright, patent, and 

trademark--each with its own sources 

in premodern custom and law".

--Hesse
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QofI07 - IP - 

players

creators

distributors

consumers

the consumer has no constituency
--Jessica Litman

11

"Every change [in 
IP] tending to 
advance the 
producer interest 
against the 
consumer"
St. Clair, 2004
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QofI07 - IP - 

practicing ip

rationalizing

identifying

containing

protecting

philosophical, legal, bureaucratic 
approaches
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"we need to take 
account of the 
fact that the 
legal process is 
itself creative
...
registration 
played an 
important role in 
identifying 
intangible 
property"

Sherman & 
Bentley, 2006



QofI07 - IP - 

classical argument

precedent
"My books need no one to accuse or 

judge you: the page which is yours 

stands up against you and says, 'You 

are a thief [plagiarius]'".

--Martial, Epigrams
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QofI07 - IP - 

classical refutation

"the primary meaning of plagiarius is 'one 

who illegally slaves another'. The word 

carries the sense of the improper 

subjugation of a person who is properly 

free .... The "Plagiary" is not criticised 

for stealing Martial's work, but for 

asserting ownership over a published piece 

of literature, thus illegitimately 

'enslaving' what rightfully belongs to the 

public domain. The epigram does not condemn 

what we know as "plagiarism" but implicitly 

sanctions it." --David Hawkes
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QofI07 - IP - 

manuscript culture

"open and closed"
"Originality, Imitation, translation, 

plagiarism ... appear to mean one thing 

in relation to modern notions of 

textuality and quite another in relation 

to medieval and Renaissance thinking".

--Gerald L. Bruns, "The Originality of 
Texts in Manuscript Culture", 1980
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QofI07 - IP - 

religious injunctions

"Scientia Donum Dei Est

Unde Vendi non Potest"

"Sharï'a law ... was used to 

prevent the unauthorized 

appropriation of the 

reputation or authority of a 

great teacher".

--Hesse
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QofI07 - IP - 

early days
825: Chinese regulation of almanacs

Taizon's bogus almanacs

1236: Bonafasus' 15-year dyeing privileges

patents and foreign ideas

1421: Brunelleschi's patent

1441: stained-glass patent (Eton)
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QofI07 - IP - 

moving right along
1469: John Speyer, patent, Venice

"intertwining of the privilege system with 
censorthip" --Rose

1474, Venetian patent law
10 year's privilege for"any new and 

ingenious artifice"

1496: Aldus Manutius' patent

1504: William Facques, "King's printer"

1504: Guillaume Cop, Paris University
signed almanac

"le bien et utilité de la chose publicque"
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QofI07 - IP - 

and along
1511: Durer's, patent

1518: English printing patent

1527: petition to prevent:
"les faultes et incorrections que 
lesditz imprimeurs y pourroient 

commetre en son absence"

1557: Stationers'charter

"binders, stitchers, concealers, sellers, publishers 
dispersers" & the "English Stock"

19

Know ye that 
we, considering 
and manifestly 
perceiving that 
certain 
seditious and 
heretical books 
rhymes and 
treatises are 
daily published 
and printed by 
divers 
scandalous 
malicious 
schismatical 
and heretical 
persons ... 
wishing to 
provide a 
suitable remedy



QofI07 - IP - 

statute of monopolies

1623
All Monopolies and all Commissions, Grants, Licences, 

Charters and Letters Patent heretofore made or granted or 
hereafter to be made or granted to any Person or Persons, 

Bodies Politick or Corporate whatsoever, of, or for the sole 
Buying, Selling, Making, Working or Using any Thing within 

this Realm... or of any other Monopolies, or of Power, 
Liberty or Faculty... are altogether contrary to the Laws of 
this Realm, and so are and shall be utterly void and of none 
effect ... any Declaration before mentioned, shall not extend 
to any Letters Patents and Grants of Privilege for the Term 

of one and Twenty Years, or under, heretofore made of the 
sole Working or Making of any Manner of new Manufacture 

within this Realm, to the first true Inventor or Inventors of 
such Manufactures

20



QofI07 - IP - 

publishing patents

17th century & civil war
in the country & in the trade

"the old patentees and monopolizers". 
--Milton 

"We must not think to make a staple 

commodity of all the knowledge in the 

Land, to mark and licence it like our 

broad cloath, and our wool packs".

--Milton

21

almanacs
bibles
law
music
prayer books



QofI07 - IP - 

branders & congers

"His NAME at the Bottom of a Title 

Page, does sufficiently recommend the Book"

"Sometimes 5 Imprimaturs are seen 

together dialogue-wise in the Piatza of one 

Title page, completing and ducking each to 

the other with their shav'n reverences, 

whether the Author, who stands by in 

perplexity at the foot of his Epistle, 

shall to the Presse or to the spunge".

--Milton, Areopagitica
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QofI07 - IP - 

Locke's limits

"That any person or company 
should have patents for the 

sole printing of ancient 
authors is very 

unreasonable ... it may be 
reasonable to limit their 

property to a certain number of 
years after the death of the 

author, or the first printing 
of the book, as suppose fifty 

or seventy years".
--to Edward Clarke, 1682/3
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QofI07 - IP - 

Locke's property

labour theory of value
"every Man has a Property in 

his own Person.  This no Body 
has any Right to but himself.  

The Labour of his Body, and the 
Work of his Hands, we may say 

are properly his"
--Two Treatises of Government, 

1690
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QofI07 - IP - 

new plagiary

"A Book is the Author's Property, 'tis 

the Child of his Inventions, the Brat 

of his Brains; 'tis as much his own , 

as his Wife and Children ... [but] 

these Children of our Heads are 

seiz'd, captivated, spirited away, 

and carry'd into Captivity".

--Defoe, Review
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QofI07 - IP - 

statute of Anne

"An Act for the Encouragement of 

Learning, by Vesting the Copies of 

Printed Books in the Author's or 

Purchasers of Such Copies".  

--8 Anne c 19 

"A new law to give learned men property 
they had not had before".

--Attorney General Thurlow

"The clause in the law is a patent to the 
author and settles the propriety of the 

work wholly in himself, or in such to 
whom he shall assign it".

--Defoe, Essay on the Regulation  
of the Press26



QofI07 - IP - 

tending to quality?
The law would also put a Stop to a certain sort of 

Thieving which is now in full practice in England, and 

which no Law extends to punish, viz, some Printers and 

Booksellers printing Copies not their own. ¶This is 

really a most injurious piece of Violence, and 

Grievance to all Mankind ... robs Men of the due Reward 

of Industry ... robs the Reader, by printing Copies of 

other Men uncorrect and imperfect, making surreptitious 

and spurious collections

--Defoe, Regulation
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QofI07 - IP - 

fighting corruption
[new books are] immediately abrig'd by 

some mercenary Bookseller, employing a 

Hackney-writer

... no Man has a Right to make any 

Abridgment of a Book, but the Proprietor 

of the Book; and I am sure no Man can be 

so well qualified for the doing it, as the 

Author

the printing of other Mens Copies ... as 

unjust as lying with their Wives

--Defoe, Regulation
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QofI07 - IP - 

quality myth?

"the founding myth ... that textual 

integrity and regulated intellectual 

property are somehow mutually entailed".

Joseph Loewenstein, The Author's Due, 2002

"The unrestrained Press gives a kind of 

Imprimatur to every thing that comes from 

it ... a  publick Note of Distinction."

Defoe, Restraint upon the Press
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QofI07 - IP - 

everything you know 
about history ...

"[The Net]  resembles the 19th-century 

American West ...   Until the West was 

fully settled and "civilized" in this 

century, order was established 

according to an unwritten Code of the 

West, which had the fluidity of common 

law rather than the rigidity of 

statutes. ... In fact, until the late 

18th century this model was applied to 

much of what is now copyrighted."

-- Barlow
30



QofI07 - IP - 

business as usual

Halprin's predecessors
booksellers' claim common law,

eternal rights in copy 
supersedes statutory law

brand name productions
Pope's Shakespeare

Johnson's Poets
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QofI07 - IP - 

parsing property

1741: Pope v. Curl
"it is only a special property in the 

receiver, possibly the property of 
the paper may belong to him; but this 
does not give a licence to any person 

whatsoever to publish them".
Hardwicke. LC
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"Obscene with 
filth the 
Miscreant lies 
bewray'd"

Pope, Dunciad

"one of the new 
terrors of 
Death"

Arbuthnot to 
Swift, 1733



QofI07 - IP - 

real property?

Blackstone's rules for acquisition
descent, purchase, escheat, occupancy, 

prescription, forfeiture, alienation

occupatio, for property res nullius
--Justinian
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QofI07 - IP - 

more parsing

metaphysics vs utility
"There seems (said he,) to be in authours a stronger right 

of property than by occupancy; a metaphysical right, a 

right, as it were of creation, which should from its nature 

be perpetual; but the consent of nations is against it, and 

indeed reason and the interests of learning are against it; 

for were it to be perpetual, no book, however useful, could 

be universally diffused amongst mankind, should the 

proprietor take it into his head to restrain circulation"

--Samuel Johnson 
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QofI07 - IP - 

conservatism of the rural mind

"The rural mind is unlikely to have suddenly become 

conservative in 1600 and ceased to be conservative within a few 

years of 1774 ... The freezing of the popular canon after 1600.

... With books on medicine, too, ... older texts continued to be 

reprinted and sold, sometimes with paratextual guarantees ... it 

is neither fair nor convincing to blame the poor for their 

ignorance ... knowledge which was mainstream and modern at various 

times before, was frozen in 1600.

--St Clair, The Reading Nation
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QofI07 - IP - 

holding property

printing makes property?
"the sentiments and doctrine may be called 
ideal, yet when the same are communicated 

to the sight and understanding of every 
many by the medium of printing, the work 

becomes a distinguishable subject of 
property"--Aston, J

or gives it away?
[publication]"virtually and necessarily a 

gift to the public ...[the work] 
immediately and unavoidably becomes 

common ... owner of a piece of land lays 
it open into a highway"

--Yates, J
36

'So abstruse and 
chimerical in its 
nature ... beyond 
the comprehension 
of man's 
understanding and 
hardly capable of 
being defined'

Thurlow, A.G.



QofI07 - IP - 

defining by style

transcendent properties
"style and sentiment are the essentials of 

literary composition.  These alone 
constitute its identity.  The paper and 

print are merely accidents, which serve as 
vehicles to convey that style and 

sentiment to a distance.  Every duplicate 
therefore of a work, .... if it conveys 

the same style and sentiment, is the same 
identical work ... a duplicate of a 

mechanical engine is, at best, but a 
resemblance"
-Blackstone 
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"Proper Words in 
proper places 
makes the true 
Definition of 
Style"

Swift, 1721

"Manner of 
writing with 
regard to 
language"

Johnson, 
Dictionary

"What oft was thought but ne'er so well expressed"
--Pope



QofI07 - IP - 

against style

"When we run over libraries, persuaded of these principles, what havoc 

must we make? If we take in our hand any volume; of divinity or 

school metaphysics, for instance; let us ask, Does it contain any 

abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number? No. Does it 

contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and 

existence? No. Commit it then to the flames: For it can contain 

nothing but sophistry and illusion."

--Hume, Enquiries concerning human understanding, 1777

"the ideal ... would be to strip each article or each chapter in a 

book of whatever is a matter of fine language or repetition or 
padding and to collect separately on cards whatever is new and adds 

to knowledge."--Paul Otlet
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QofI07 - IP - 

Anne affirmed

1774 Donaldson v Becket
booksellers defeated

arguing from utility and 
consequences

 "learning would be locked up in the hands 

of the Tonsons and the Lintots fo the 

age, till the public become as much 

their slaves, as their own hackney 

compilers are"

--Lord Camden 
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QofI07 - IP - 

alternative strategies

quality editions

"... pirating Books in smaller Print, and 
meaner Paper" --Defoe
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QofI07 - IP - 

copyright window

the author empowered
"[1774] transferred a huge quantum of 

purchasing power from book publishers 

to book buyers. ... The 1842 

Copyright Act produced a reciprocal 

effect ... texts which were just 

about to enter the public domain were 

converted into valuable windfall 

assets".

St Clair, The Reading Nation
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QofI07 - IP - 

license & liberty

radical underworld
Dugdale

Queen Caroline's divorce
Rowlandson

Gillray
Cruikshank
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pornography & politics
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'new morality'

Guard we but our own hearts: with constant view
To ancient morals, ancient manners true,
True to their manlier virtues, such as nerved
Our father's breasts, and this proud Isle preserved
For many a rugged age:---and scorn the while,---
Each philosophic atheist's specious guile---
The soft seductions, the refinements nice,
Of gay morality, and easy vice.
  George Canning 



QofI07 - IP - 

19th century:
copyright stabilizes

copyright stabilizes & internationalizes
"vile French pirates"

--Wordsworth

1842 copyright act
1844: "The British government is empowered 

by parliament to make reciprocal 

copyright treaties with foreign states.  

Between 1846 and 1886 sixteen treaties 

are concluded with foreign governments".

--St Clair
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QofI07 - IP - 

contradictions

pragmatism:
developing nations and public interest

Dickens, 1842
Funk

Twain

idealism?
France, Hugo, droit d'auteur
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QofI07 - IP - 

19th century:
patents wobble

"SGDG"
'sans garantie du Gouvernement'

'je voudrais que les motes de patente et 
brevet fussent complètement effacée de nos 

lois car ces mots jettent dans le public 
un certain effroi, emportent malgré tout 

l'idée d'une certaine garantie et font 
froire à des droits qui n'existent pas'

1878

and become unpopular

47



QofI07 - IP - 

how useful?

patents vs copyrights
"American institutions during the nineteenth century ... 
encouraged the participation of a broad spectrum of the 

population, and succeeded in motivating relatively 
ordinary men and women to dramatically expand the existing 

stock of technical and cultural inventions".

"the virtuous circle of democracy and 
technology" [leading to] 

"industrial and cultural supremacy.
--B. Zorina Khan

"I find no evidence ... that ... strong patent laws 
increase levels of innovative activity".  ---Petra Moser

48

"the problems are not conceptual ... the problems 
are empirical.  They are problems of 

measurement. ... the empirical problems are acute" 
--Posner



QofI07 - IP - 

utility?

49



QofI07 - IP - 

path dependency

"The United States takes the view that 

anything made by man, under the sun, 

can be patented. And they have granted 

patents for business methods, mainly 

computer business methods. But as far 

as I can see, it would cover a new and 

improved method of stacking oranges on 

a barrel".

50



QofI07 - IP - 

the missing leg? 

trademarks 
France, 1824, 1857

England, 1862, 1875
US, 1870, 1881, 1905

French viral treaties
England, 1860

US, 1869

the progress clause
is it intellectual?

is it an invention?
is it progresive?

51



QofI07 - IP - 

why now?

“The astronomical growth in the wealth and cultural influence 

of multinational corporations over the last fifteen years 

can arguably be traced back to a single, seemingly innocuous 

idea ... that successful corporations must primarily produce 

brands, as opposed to products?”

--Klein, No Logo

“the consumer dictates to the companies ... simplify choice, 

guarantee quality ...ultimate accountable institution”

--Economist (review of No Logo)
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QofI07 - IP - 

brands in chains

the magic of supply chains

autonomy: rise of small business, complex 
adaptive/self-organizing ...

dispersal: global supply chain

coordination: J-i-T
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QofI07 - IP - 

panglossian view

"the benefits of vertical integration 
without the deficits" --Fruin, 1992

"Virtual integration"-- Dell 

"frictionless markets" --Gates, 2000

“PC chain's primary nexus ... the market 
... the price system"

--Langlois, 1992

"platform leadership" --Gawer & Cusamano, 2002

"networked society" --Castells, 2002

55
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meritocracy

56

disk drives
"among the most valuable and technologically 

dynamic components of the PC"
McKendrick, 2004
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QofI07 - IP - 

meritocracy

56

disk drives
"among the most valuable and technologically 

dynamic components of the PC"
McKendrick, 2004

2000
196 million disks

8 companies
0 profits

Quantum  2% Maxtor 0.07% W. Digital -19% 
Dell 7% ..... Intel 13% ..... Microsoft 31%

"Microsoft & 
Intel capture 

as much 
profit as all 
the other 

firms in the 
PC industry".

--Kenney
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disintermediation

57

supply chains

1917

1942

1951

1966



QofI07 - IP - 

books to wine

58

the “disestablishment” of Port
1703 Methuen treaty

1713 defeat of “Commercial Treaty”

1756 demarcation

1802, 75% of wine market

1834, collapse of regulation

1860, retailing transformation

1862, English TM law 



QofI07 - IP - 

wine quality

"The wines you mentioned could 

only at present be fit to put in 

the bottle not to use.  We 

therefore persuade ourselves that 

the judgement found was 

premature ....  We therefore 

request of you to suspend your 

opinion until they have had more 

time to mature."

1793

59

Epicures themselves in the choice of Wines, do oftentimes desire 

the Skillfull to Taste these Liquors for them, and relye more on 

the Palates of Others than their own. --Robert Boyle



QofI07 - IP - 

rottenest set

“Infinite Frauds and Cheats of the 

Wine-Trade will be discover'd, and 

I hope for the future, prevented; 

for if once we can come to a usage 

of drinking our Wines neat as they 

come from the Country where they 

grow, all the vile Practices of 

Brewing and Mixing Wines, either 

by the Vintners or Merchants, will 

die of Course.” 

--Defoe

60
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QofI07 - IP - 

precedent setting

trademark cases in common law:
product classes with most reported cases

62

Class Number

Medical preparations 46

Beer, wines, spirits 42

Newspapers & publications 38

Tobacco 16

Sauces 13

Iron 12
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precedent setting

63

Name Number

Hennessy 6

Wolfe 5

Apollinaris 4

Moet 3

Guinness 2

Bass 2

globally, most litigious plaintiffs
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precedent setting

England, most litigious

64

Name Number

Guinness 12

Hennessy 11

Bass 6

Clicquot 3

Martell 3

Moet 3
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direction

60 cases involving alcoholic beverages
7 are horizontal competition

the majority  of defendants 
are along the chain

bottlers, printers 
engravers, retailers
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power of brands

dividing the territory
"Bass will make no objection ..."
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supply-chain struggles

bottlers, printers, retailers
Guinness & San Francisco, 1899

67

Star Bottling Works Stanyan & Waller sts

McGraw bros 401 or 418 Devisadero St

Schults, H.A. Post & Larkin Sts

Schranz & Waizman 601 Baker st, cor McAllister

Schroder, H 220 California St

Francis, S. 430 6th St

Puvogal, Jno 36 6th St

Zanganelli 6 Mason St

Grocer, Name Unkonw  267-269 Third St

ditto 121 Third Street

Tweedie, Daniel 408 Eight St

Burnell 408 Battery

Schomaker bros 4th & Bryant

Alper Bros 5th & Clara

Wolking & Co, H. 565 Fourth St

Serris, J. 4th & Howard

Pontag 138 Fifth St

Bennett & Witmer Cor. Ellis & Stockton Sts

E&G Gold Rule Bazar Market Bet 4th & 5th st

Edlef Atzroth 336 Fift Street

Riechers, F.W. 601 Larkin St

Family Liquor Store 871 Larkin St

Shamrock Saloon 923 Howard

Miesner, Peter Cor. Ellis and Taylor St

Kruse, Fred 1120 Third St
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supply chain struggles

Bass in Boston
Wendell  & Co, Distributors, 1894

16 Feb, "engaged a reliable man to act as an amateur 
detctive and his Agent is working up the case"

1 Sept. "Employed Detective, $7 a day and expenses"

18 Sept.  "'Jim Stewart" rented desk in Wendell's 
Place"

23 Sept. "Searched office but found no letters ... 
feel sure secrets in Warehouse and must find means to 

get into it"

22 Feb, 1985, Wendell gets 5 months hard labour
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more chains
Colman in New York
"excitement among grocers"
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stretching the chain

70

Software IBM DEC
(Unix) 3d party 3d party 3d party

OS IBM DEC/VAX
(3BSD-Unix) Apple Sun/Solaris

(AT&T-Unix) IBM [Msoft]

CPU IBM DEC/CVAX Apple/
Motorola Sun/SPARC IBM [Intel]

Hardware IBM DEC Apple Sun IBM

BIOS

386
vertical integration

virtual monopoly

quality assurance
"nobody ever lost their job 

for buying IMB"
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QofI07 - IP - 

goodbye to all that

71

3d party

Microsoft

Intel & co

[IBM]/OEM

the loss of assurance

rise of the clones
"the PC"
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vertical competition

386 &
"the accidental brand"

"trash marketing" (AMD)

"promoting the semiconductor company at the 
expense of Compaq's brand"

"established a mindset in computer users that they 
were, in fact, Intel's customers, even though they 

didn't actually buy anything from us."
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i-school lunch - 

cooperation 
to "direction"

“PC chain's primary nexus ... the market 

... the price system" -Langlois, 1992

"The relationship between Dell and SLCs [supplier 

logistic centers] is far from what would qualify 
as a market transaction between independent 

players” --Fields, 2004

“Firms are not islands, but are linked together in 

patterns of co-operation and affiliation .... Co-
operation may come close to direction when one of 

the parties is clearly predominant” --Richardson, 1972
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i-school lunch - 

recent chains
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i-school lunch - 

recent chains
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i-school lunch - 

struggles in the chain
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QofI07 - IP - 

vertical vaporware?
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not just corporations
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QofI_Economics

making lemons

“There is an incentive for sellers to market 

poor quality merchandise ...

The difficulty of distinguishing good 

quality from bad is inherent in the business 

world.

...Gresham’s law has made a modified 

reappearance.

George Akerlof, “The Market for Lemons: 

Quality, Uncertainty, and the Market 

Mechanism,” 1970
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QofI_Economics

reputation
“New products are associated with old brand 

names.  This ensures the prospective 

consumer of the quality of the product”.

“Doctors, lawyers, and barbers, the high 

school diploma, the baccalaureate degree, 

the Ph.D., even the Nobel Prize, ... 

education and labor markets themselves have 

their own ‘brand names’”.

--Akerlof
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QofI07 - IP - 

last words

as our society changes

What are the modes of existence of this 
discourse?  

Where has it been used, how can it 
circulate, and 

who can appropriate it 

 . . . What difference does it make who 
is speaking?
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